TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
LANDORA WOOD PRIMER V
Landora Wood Primer is an easy to apply outdoor primer for wood. It is penetrating, and it reduces
wood movements caused by humidity. It is used for priming before applying Landora Bungalow Paint,
Landora Oil Paint or Landora Oil Paint V.
NB! New and untreated wood must be treated with 14 days of erection. Do not paint of a surface
heated by sunlight or late in the day if there is a risk for dew.
Environmental considerations: Surplus product is not to be disposed of in common drains. Surplus
paint, the container and any cleaning liquid is to be handed in to your local recycling station.
Directions for use
Stir well before use.
New surfaces:
1. Make sure the surface is dry and well cleaned. Apply Landora Primer Oil. Make sure that end
pieces get a generous amount. Leave the oil to dry for 24 hours.
2. Apply Landora Wood Primer.
3. Leave the surface to dry thoroughly (approx. 24 hours) and then apply two coats of the desired
paint.
You must paint over Landora Wood Primer V within 4 weeks of application.
Previously painted surfaces:
1. Remove any old paint that is not sticking to the surface. Wash with Landora Facade Cleaner
(remember to protect the windows). Rinse with water and let the surface dry thoroughly.
2. Treat any bare wood with Landora Primer Oil, let dry for 24 hours.
3. Apply Landora Wood Primer.
4. Leave the surface to dry thoroughly (approx. 24 hours) and then apply the desired paint. You must
paint over Landora Wood Primer V within 4 weeks of application.
Technical data:
Gloss Level: Matte
Consumption: approx. 6-8 m²/litre.
Drying time at 20°C: approx. 12 hours. The product can be painted over after approx. 24 hours, but
not later that one week.
Application: Brush, roller or spray gun.
Cleaning of tools: Landora Brush Cleaner or water.
VOC limit value (Cat A/d): 130 g/l (2010).
Product VOC: < 130 g/l.
Water based
TO BE STORED AWAY FROM FROST
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
The product is available in the following amounts:
0.75 litre: White
2.5 litre: White
10.0 litres: White

Produced for the Landora brand.
Manufacturer: Hagmans Nordic AB, SE-511 10 Fritsla, Sweden.
Contact: +46-320-189 00
landora.com

